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Abstract
There exist no sound, scalable methods to assemble compre-

hensive datasets of concurrent programs annotated with race

conditions. As a consequence, it is unclear how well the mul-

tiple heuristics and SMT-based algorithms, that have been

proposed over the last three decades to detect data races,

perform. To address this problem, we propose RaceInjec-

tor—an SMT-based approach which, for any given program,

creates arbitrarily many program traces of it containing in-

jected race conditions. The injected races are guaranteed to

follow the given program’s semantics. RaceInjector hence

can produce an arbitrarily large, labeled benchmark which is

independent of how detection algorithms work. We demon-

strate RaceInjector by injecting races into popular program

benchmarks and generating a small dataset of traces with

races in them. Among the traces RaceInjector generates,

we begin to find counterexamples which four state-of-the-art

race detection algorithms fail to detect. We thus demonstrate

the utility of generating such datasets, and recommend using

them to train machine learning-based models which can po-

tentially replace and improve upon existing race-detection

heuristics.

Keywords: Dynamic race detection algorithms, Race injec-

tion, Dataset generation, SMT-solvers

1 Introduction
Race detection in concurrent programs using their execution

traces, i.e. dynamic analysis, has been shown to be in NP-hard

[22]. Practical algorithms designed to detect race conditions

hence rely either on heuristics [16, 18, 21, 23, 26, 27] or SMT-

solvers [6, 10, 15, 24, 30]. The goal of these algorithms is to

start with a trace, and determine if two conflicting accesses in

different threads to a shared variable can occur concurrently

in an alternate execution of the program. Despite numer-

ous such algorithms having been proposed over the last few

decades, it is surprising that there exist no comprehensive

benchmarks comprising industry-grade software projects

which have races annotated in them—either annotated in

the source code or in the traces—which would help rigor-

ously evaluate these algorithms. Consequently, it is unclear

what the true classification accuracy rates (true-positive,

true-negative, etc.) of these algorithms are. For instance, none

of the larger benchmark datasets such as DaCapo [2], which

have all been repeatedly and extensively used in the evalua-

tion of multiple race detection algorithms cited above, have

any ground-truth annotations.

One key reason for the lack of such datasets is the absence

of sound, scalable methods to assemble them. A few prior

works [8, 12, 19, 31] have released expert-annotated datasets

containing races. However, they are too small to be effective.

Jacontebe [19] contains a total of 19 data race bugs, RadBench

has 10 bugs, while GoBench [31] has 103 bugs for the Go

language. With such small datasets, it is hard to evaluate if

current algorithms commonly miss any race patterns.

Another approach to assembling such datasets has been to

run SMT-based race detection algorithms on industry-grade

software projects [8]. SMT-based race detection approaches,

by their design, can provably detect true-positive race con-

ditions. The detected true-positive race conditions are used

as annotations and released as datasets. A major limitation

of these approaches however is the relatively small number

of constraints that SMT-solvers can solve at once. Longer,

more complex real-world software produce longer execution

traces, which in turn non-linearly increase the number of

constraints which SMT-solvers have to solve. Detection algo-

rithms typically circumvent this limitation by breaking the

trace into fixed-length windows and solving each window

as if they are independent of others [11]. The assumption

of independence of windows is not practical, thus limiting

the number and quality of races that can be detected. More-

over, assembling a dataset using race conditions detected by

known detection approaches limits the nature of races we

can test other detection algorithms on. We further discuss

other prior works in Section 5.

As a direct consequence of this absence of scalable meth-

ods to assemble comprehensive annotated datasets, we argue

that the metrics that have been employed to evaluate any

new race detection algorithm do not accurately represent

their performance. Further, we argue that the lack of such

annotated datasets has potentially stifled the state-of-the-art.

• Evaluating race detection algorithms. Presently, the
efficacy of newly proposed race detection algorithms is pri-

marily measured by the increase in the number of identified

race conditions when compared to a previous algorithm.

Among heuristics-based algorithms [16, 18, 21, 23, 26, 27],

each new algorithm has successively proposed a set of rules

which purportedly improves upon previous algorithms. The
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newer algorithms then demonstrate detecting races which

the previous algorithms did not. The newly detected races

are verified manually by experts. In this process, it is unclear

how many true-positives and false-negatives each new set of

rules introduce. When an algorithm reports finding 𝑁 (say)

new bugs which a previous algorithm had not found, it is un-

clear what 𝑁 is relative to—the total number of bugs which

either of these algorithms are supposed to find in the first

place. With surprisingly little attention paid to this essential

metric, it is unclear what the state of progress in data race

detection algorithms has been over the years.

Further, it is unclear whether an improvement proposed

using a set of new rules results in detecting newer classes
of race conditions, assuming there exist multiple semantic

classes of use-cases in a program’s execution behavior which

manifest as race bugs. It is quite possible that a proposed

improvement to an existing algorithm, while detecting a few

new bugs, may not necessarily cover a significantly larger

set of such semantic classes. An annotated dataset with a

diverse set of bugs in them is the first step in establishing

and quantifying the semantic classes a detection algorithm

covers.

• TrainingMLmodels.We posit that it is possible for data-

driven methods to replace the many heuristics which have

been proposed over the years for race detection. Heuristics

for race detection involve learning to draw edges between

events of interest in a program’s execution trace, and iden-

tifying cliques of connected or disconnected events. These

cliques are then used to reason about and infer the exis-

tence of potential races. These heuristics typically guarantee

soundness only for the first race they detect.

Given the inadequacy of existing guarantees, machine learn-

ing (ML) models provide a practical alternative. ML mod-

els have been shown to outperform expert-crafted heuris-

tics when reasoning about graph-based data in the domains

of compiler optimization [4], network-graph analysis [3],

pointer analysis [13], fault localization [20] and more. While

such learned models will not be able to guarantee sound-

ness even for the first detected race, they may well offer

an improved performance in reasoning with trace-based in-

formation over expert-crafted heuristics. However, a key

requirement to train any ML model is a sizeable, well anno-

tated dataset.

Our solution–SMT-based race injection.We propose in-

jecting races into existing concurrent software as an ap-

proach to scalably create comprehensive, annotated datasets.

Specifically, we inject race conditions into an execution trace

of a given program. We choose to inject into the execution

trace rather than the source code because injecting races into

the program source does not guarantee the race manifesting

into every execution trace of the program. This makes it

difficult to evaluate race detection algorithms that employ

dynamic analysis methods. We refer to the execution trace

before injection as the base trace.

Adding two consecutive events that are conflicting (e.g. a
read event immediately followed by a write event to the same

variable without any synchronization mechanism) is the sim-

plest way to inject a race into the base trace. More difficult

is to inject conflicting events that could possibly occur con-

secutively in a different, random execution of the program.

Our goal thus is to generate traces in which such conflicting

events appear far apart in them, making them non-trivial to

detect. To achieve this, we propose RaceInjector, which in-

jects a trivial race condition into any trace, and then uses an

SMT-solver to find an alternate, valid reordering of the base

trace where the conflicting events appear far apart. This ap-

proach is independent of how any race detection algorithm

works and the program generating the trace into which the

trivial race is injected. Our method importantly guarantees

the injection of a race while maintaining the semantics of

the base trace. Thus, RaceInjector generates traces with

injected races appearing at random, valid locations, mimick-

ing a thread scheduler scheduling a program containing a

valid race condition. To ensure RaceInjector generates race

conditions that appear arbitrarily far apart in a trace, we

propose a method which circumvents practical limitations

of SMT-solvers while guaranteeing semantics of the base

trace. We describe our approach in detail in Section 3. In

this work, we generate a small dataset and demonstrate it on

the research questions that it helps address. We also show

how it can be easily extended to a comprehensive dataset.

Among the few traces we generate, we find traces with race

conditions that current state-of-the-art race detection meth-

ods fail to detect. This demonstrates one immediate utility

of RaceInjector. A sample of these counterexamples can

be found at https://github.com/ALFA-group/RaceInjector-

counterexamples. In Section 4, we discuss other implications

of RaceInjector.

2 Background
In this section, we provide a brief background on traces,

race conditions, and the race detection algorithms that we

evaluate in this work.

Traces. We assume a sequential consistency memory model

[17], where a program trace is a sequence of events on exe-

cuting a program. An event can be denoted as a tuple <op,
thread, loc>, where op is the operation that is performed,

thread is the thread which performed the operation, and

loc is the file and line which performed the event. An op
can be one of the following: read(x), write(x), lock(L)
(thread has acquired a lock on L), unlock(L) (thread has

released the lock on L), fork(T) (a thread has forked a new

thread T), join(T) (a thread T has joined the current thread).
Nondeterminism in the scheduler can cause one program to

have many possible traces.

Correct reordering of traces.A trace 𝜎* is said to be a correct
reordering of trace 𝜎 if it has the following properties:

https://github.com/ALFA-group/RaceInjector-counterexamples
https://github.com/ALFA-group/RaceInjector-counterexamples
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thread 1 thread 2

1 w(z)

2 acq(lock)
3 w(x)
4 rel(lock)
5 w(y)
6 w(y)
7 acq(lock)
8 w(x)
9 rel(lock)
10 w(z)

Figure 1. Example of a potential race condition on lines 1

and 10, an observed race condition on lines 5 and 6, and a

safe access on lines 3 and 8.

1. Thread Ordering: The order of intra-thread events remains

the same in both 𝜎 and 𝜎*.

2. Read-Write Consistency: For every read event in 𝜎 and

𝜎*, the most recent write event to the variable that is read

remains the same. This is to ensure that control flow will

remain the same.

3. Locking Semantics: 𝜎* does not violate the semantics of

synchronization events, such as locks and unlocks.

Intuitively, 𝜎* is a correct reordering of 𝜎 if any program

that produces 𝜎 can also produce 𝜎*.

Data races. A data race occurs when two threads access the

same variable without any synchronization, where at least

one of these accesses is a write. Race conditions can be clas-

sified as observed or potential race conditions. An observed
race condition is where a race condition actively occurs in a

trace, where two threads attempt to concurrently access a

shared variable where at least one of the accesses is a write.

Observed data races are trivial to detect. A potential race
condition is where no data race is observed, but there exists

another correct reordering of the trace where an observed

race condition could occur. Potential data races are much

harder to detect. See Figure 1 for an example. Events 5 and 6

in red are an example of an observed race, where two conflict-

ing events occur simultaneously. Events 1 and 10 in orange

are an example of a potential race, where they do not occur

consecutively in this trace, but could in another correct re-

ordering. Events 3 and 8 are not racy due to synchronization

mechanisms.

Race Detection. We evaluate the following algorithms in

our work: Happens-Before (Lamport, 1976 [18]), Schedulable

Happens-Before (Mathur et.al., 2018 [21]), Weak Causally

Precedes (Kini et.al., 2017 [16]), and SyncP (Mathur et.al.,
2021 [23]). Happens-Before (HB) creates a partial ordering in

a trace between each intra-thread event, as well as between

any critical regions, in the order of their appearance in the

trace. A partial order on a set 𝑆 is a relation on 𝑆 that is reflex-

ive, anti-symmetric, and transitive. Weak Causally-Precedes

(WCP) is a weakening of HB, meaning there are fewer edges.

This allows WCP to catch more races while maintaining

soundness for the first race.WCP only draws edges between

critical regions that have conflicting accesses to a shared

variable, and draws the edges between the release events

and the critical events. Schedulable Happens-Before (SHB)

is a strengthening of HB, and discovers fewer races than

HB. However, SHB guarantees soundness past the first race.

SyncP performs a scan for any race conditions that do not

reverse the order of any critical sections, and is not a partial

order. Unlike partial order based techniques, SyncP is unable

to detect any races that would require critical sections to be

reversed. However, it is guaranteed to catch all races which

do not need to reorder the critical sections.

3 Method
In this section, we describe howwe inject synthetic data races

into program traces. We begin with a motivating example.

Motivating example. The program P in Figure 2a reads and

writes to two variables x and y. One of its possible execution
traces is shown in Figure 2b. This is the base trace for our
injection. Originally, this program does not contain a race

condition. We note that a thread switch occurs after event 6.

We can trivially inject a race directly after the thread switch

by adding two write events to the trace (lines 5-6, Figure 2c),

resulting in an observed race condition.

To invoke non-trivial reasoning to detect our injected race

condition, we propose using an SMT-solver to find a correct

re-ordering of the events in a trace such that (a) the original

trace’s semantics hold, and (b) the inserted events are moved
apart by some 𝐿 events. One such alternate reordering can

be seen in Figure 2d. Recall the definition of a data race:

two events that access the same variable, at least one of

which is a write, that occur in an unsynchronized manner.

Our solution to generating these data races has three steps

which we describe in detail: Step 1: Instrument and execute

a program; collect base traces of relevant events. Step 2: Add
a trivial data race to a base trace, and finally, Step 3: Use an
SMT-solver to make the added race harder to detect.

Step 1. Trace collection. We start by logging a sequential

trace of data accesses and thread synchronizations in a pro-

gram. See Figure 2b for an example trace. Races are then

injected into the collected base traces and analyzed. This

decoupling of instrumentation and race injection allows for

several instrumentation frameworks to be used. We use MCR

[9] which instruments using the ASM framework [1]; Road-

Runner [7] which also instruments with ASM, and Calfuzzer

[14] which instruments using the SOOT compiler framework

[29]. SOOT and ASM allow the instrumentation frameworks

to modify the bytecode and intercept relevant events as they

occur during execution.

Step 2. Adding a trivial race. To modify a base trace to add

a trivial race condition, we insert two new write events right

where there is a context switch between threads. See Figure

2c for an example of modifying the base trace in Figure 2b.

The writes are made to a new, dummy variable to ensure the

semantics of the original program remains the same.We only

inject one race into the base trace at a time before saving it.
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� �
1 class Test {
2 static int x;
3 static int y;
4

5 void inc1() {
6 synchronized(lock){
7 x++;
8 }
9 }
10

11 void inc2() {
12 synchronized(lock){
13 y++;
14 }
15 }
16 }
17

18 public static void main(String[] args) {
19 Test test = new Test();
20 fork { test.inc1(); }
21 fork { test.inc2(); }
22 }� �
(a) A simple program P with two threads and no

pre-existing race conditions

thread 1 thread 2

1 acq(lock)
2 r(x)
3 w(x)
4 rel(lock)
5 acq(lock)
6 r(y)
7 w(y)
8 rel(lock)

(b)Original execution trace of P (Fig 2a)

thread 1 thread 2

1 acq(lock)
2 r(x)
3 w(x)
4 rel(lock)
5 write(z)
6 write(z)
7 acq(lock)
8 r(y)
9 w(y)
10 rel(lock)

(c) Execution trace for Figure

2a, with a trivial race injected.

thread 1 thread 2

1 write(z)
2 acq(lock)
3 r(y)
4 w(y)
5 rel(lock)
6 acq(lock)
7 r(x)
8 w(x)
9 rel(lock)
10 write(z)

(d) The trace after running a

solver to move the racy events

apart.

Figure 2. A sample program P (left), and how we can inject a race condition in its execution trace (right).

Step 3. Using an SMT-solver tomove apart the added race.

After having injected a trivial race comprising consecutive

conflicting events, the goal is to then find an alternate valid

interleaving where the race-events are farther apart.

We set up 𝑛 SMT variables 𝑣 , where each variable 𝑣 𝑗 ∈
[1, 𝑛] corresponds to an event that appears in the base trace

containing a total of 𝑛 events. The value of 𝑣 𝑗 signifies the

location index where the event should appear. In trace 2b for

example, if 𝑣1 corresponds to event w(x), the assignment for

𝑣1 corresponding to the trace would be 3, the location index

w(x) appears in the trace. Similarly, if 𝑣2 corresponds to

event w(y), the assignment of 𝑣2 corresponding to the trace

is 7. For a trace 𝜎 , we then formulate a constraint equation in

a way that solving the constraints yields a valid assignment

made to each 𝑣 𝑗 which results in an alternate trace 𝜎*. Our

constraints must ensure that the alternate trace is a correct

reordering as defined in Section 2 (thread ordering, read-

write consistency, locking semantics). These constraints have

been commonly defined in race detection to find alternate

reorderings [11, 25, 30]. Readers can refer to Said et al. [25]

for details. However, we introduce the following constraints

in order to inject race conditions into base traces:

• Distance between conflicting events. We supply a hy-

perparameter L which constrains the distance between the

inserted racy events.

• Additional constraints. We additionally ensure that the

indices assigned to each 𝑣 𝑗 is positive, unique, and lies in the

interval [1, 𝑛].

We supply a conjunction of these constraints to an SMT-

solver which produces an assignment to each 𝑣 𝑗 . These as-

signments correspond to a new, valid reordering of each

event appearing in 𝜎 , thus resulting in a new trace 𝜎*. Fur-

ther, 𝜎* contains the previously trivially injected race events

now at least 𝐿 events apart, and ensures the same execu-

tion semantics as that of 𝜎 . We elide details of the symbolic

encodings of these constraints for the sake of brevity.

Moving events arbitrarily apart in a trace. The number

of constraints in the conjunction described above which

generates 𝜎* is typically prohibitively large for SMT-solvers

to solve. Our insight to circumvent this practical problem is to

incrementally move the introduced conflicting events farther

apart. We start with reordering the conflicting events (which

initially appear consecutively when injected) and the events

surrounding it in a window of fixed size. For the events in this

window,we generate the constraints described above and run

RaceInjector. We choose a window size in a way that the

number of constraints does not overwhelm the solver. Once

RaceInjector generates a reordering for the events in the

window, we slide the window over by a fixed length and run

RaceInjector again on the events that appear in the shifted

window. We ensure the shifted window contains at least

one of the two conflicting events we introduce, which will

have been reordered from their initial, consecutive indices.

Running RaceInjector iteratively over smaller, fixed-length

windows 𝑘 times is computationally much more efficient

than running the solver on a large number of events just

once—the number of constraints tend to grow superlinearly
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Base traces RaceInjector-generated traces
Program #Inj. pts Length #Thrd #Gen. traces Avg race dist. Max race dist.

ArrayList 207 677 27 207 128±111 558

TreeSet 130 756 22 130 122±115 526

LinkedList 1767 14937 451 160 112±124 851

Stack 2036 11372 451 100 87±74 458

Jigsaw 3394 97110 78 467 693±777 7396

Table 1. Overview of RaceInjector results on a bench-
mark of programs. Column 1 lists the different program

benchmarks in which RaceInjector injects races. Columns

2,3,4 describe the base traces. The remaining columns de-

scribe the traces generated by RaceInjector. Inj. pts. refers
to the number of injection points available in the base trace;

Thrd the number of program threads.

Algorithm ArrayList TreeSet Jigsaw Stack LinkedList # Missed

HB (1979) [18] ✓ ✓ ✓ p p 60 (5.6%)

SHB (2018) [21] ✓ ✓ ✓ p p 64 (6%)

WCP (2017) [16] p ✓ p p p 21 (2%)

SyncP (2020) [23] ✓ ✓ ✓ p p 22 (2%)

Table 2. Counterexamples generated by RaceInjector.
A✓ signifies there exists at least one trace among theRaceIn-

jector-generated traces which is not detected by the corre-

sponding algorithm. # Missed reports the number of traces

the algorithm misses to detect (percentage mentioned within

parenthesis).

with the number of events needed to reason about. We elide

a proof of correctness of our approach for the sake of brevity.

4 Results & Discussion
We demonstrate RaceInjector by using it with a suite of

program benchmarks used in prior works to generate a sam-

ple of base traces containing race conditions (Section 4.1).

Among the generated traces, we also find counterexamples

which state-of-the-art race detection algorithms fail to detect

(Section 4.2).

4.1 Generated dataset: Quantitative description
We employ RaceInjector to generate only a small, demon-

strative dataset comprising ∼1000 total traces in this work.

This is nonetheless sufficient to show the ease with which

RaceInjector can be extended to generate a comprehensive

dataset. We ran our experiments without any parallelization

using Java version 11.0.18, on a CPU running Ubuntu 18.04

with 96 GB RAM.

Base traces.We run each of the five program benchmarks

listed in Table 1 once on the testcases from Calfuzzer [14].

This instruments and generates one execution trace each for

each of the five programs. Table 1, columns 2, 3 and 4 docu-

ment statistics of each program’s base trace. Each program

has a different number of threads (column 4). Consequently,

each trace presents a different number of points of injection

(column 2) to introduce a trivial race—these are points at

which thread context-switches occur. We run RaceInjector

on each program’s trace (except for Jigsaw) for one hour,

with a goal of injecting races into as many entry points as

possible within the allotted one hour. Since Jigsaw is a signif-

icantly larger program than the rest, as seen by the length of

an average trace generated (column 3), we run RaceInjector

for ∼10 hours instead on the Jigsaw trace.

RaceInjector-generated traces. Running RaceInjector

results in a total of ∼1000 traces (sum of column 5). Columns

5, 6 and 7 in Table 1 document the statistics of the generated

traces. Note again, these are all guaranteed to contain race

conditions. The set of traces generated by RaceInjector for

any one program will all have the same length (column 3)

because each trace is just one possible valid reordering of the

original. We find the number of traces (column 5) generated

in one hour of running RaceInjector is roughly the same

across the different program benchmarks (ignoring Jigsaw).

In columns 6 and 7, we report the average distance and the

maximum distance between the injected conflicting events

in the traces generated by RaceInjector, which is measured

by counting the number of events between them.We observe

the average distances (column 6) to be significantly greater

than zero, suggesting that the injected races, which are ini-

tially placed consecutively, end up significantly apart in the

generated traces. From the standard deviations (subscripts in

column 6), we see very high variance in the distance between

injected races, suggesting the heterogeneity in the potential

race conditions introduced by RaceInjector. In ArrayList
and TreeSet, the maximum distance between the injected

race events (column 7) nearly span the length of their base

traces (column 3). This demonstrates the flexibility offered

by RaceInjector to generate any number of traces with

guaranteed races that are varied in the locations they appear

in. This is a desirable feature for a high-quality annotated

dataset of such concurrent programs.

Discussion: Scaling the dataset. To assemble a comprehen-

sive dataset, we recommend the following procedure: first,

execute a program multiple times to obtain different base

traces. Second, run RaceInjector on every possible point of

injection in each base trace without constraining the time

taken to complete this process. Both the steps are easy to

parallelize. We plan to extend the race detection algorithms

evaluated to include more recent tools such as RPT [28],

static race detection methods like Infer [5], and SMT-based

methods [11].

Discussion: True-negative samples. In proposing RaceIn-

jector, we only consider the problem of generating true-

positive race conditions. In our larger goal to assemble a com-

prehensive dataset large enough to train machine learning

models, we would also need a method to assemble examples

of true-negative cases in our dataset. As most pairs of con-

flicting accesses in software are not races, we can randomly

sample such accesses, verify them using simple algorithms
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like HB, and label them as true-negatives. Machine learn-

ing algorithms are tolerant to a small number of mislabeled

samples.

4.2 Counterexamples to SOTA algorithms
Table 2 shows that RaceInjector can easily produce coun-

terexamples to state-of-the-art (SOTA) detection algorithms.

This is important because it reveals for the first time their

sensitivity as well as guides future work to clearly define new

rules and algorithms. We can potentially study the contribu-

tion of the different rules present in the heuristics of different

algorithms in the decisions made by the algorithms. Thus,

access to a comprehensive set of counterexamples can po-

tentially empirically justify the different rules implemented

by these algorithms, and can also point to equivalences be-

tween some of these rules. While we do not directly study

the counterexamples, this is a compelling direction for future

work.

We now analyze the counterexamples generated byRaceIn-

jector that the different algorithms fail to detect. They are

available at: https://github.com/ALFA-group/RaceInjector-

counterexamples. The analysis that follows should be inter-

preted with caution because the number of counterexamples

is relatively small (fewer than 100), which does not support

statistical comparison tests. We will evaluate these claims

rigorously on a larger dataset in future work. This analysis

is instead indicative of the questions that can be studied.

SHB vs. HB. SHB guarantees soundness after the first de-

tected race condition it detects in exchange for detecting

fewer races overall compared to HB. We should then expect

SHB to detect fewer races on average, and conversely miss

detecting more races. This is what we observe: SHB fails to

detect 64 bugs RaceInjector generates (column 7, Table 2),

4 more than HB. That said, the total percentage of bugs that

the algorithms fail to detect are roughly the same (∼6%). We

will, in the future, also compare whether they fail on the

same set of counterexamples.

SyncP vs. WCP. Despite SyncP following and improving

upon WCP, we do not see a notable increase in its perfor-

mance. Both fail to detect 2% of the generated races. On the

other hand, both algorithms improve upon HB, so it is ex-

pected to see a improvement of ∼4% in the races they fail to

detect when compared to HB.

LinkedList and Stack. We observe that none of the in-

jected race conditions in LinkedList and Stack fail any

algorithms (columns 5, 6, Table 2). Besides the low number

of samples generated, a possible reason could be the large

number of unsynchronized threads. These two programs

have the largest number of threads relative to the length

of their traces (Table 1). We suspect these threads mostly

involve unsynchronized accesses, making the injected races

relatively easy to detect as well. If in the future our hypothe-

sis that the threads mostly involve unsynchronized accesses

holds, we will filter out such injection points to reduce the

number of trivially detectable races in our dataset.

Table 2 indicates that RaceInjector is able to generate

race conditions which no SOTAmethod detects. This implies

RaceInjector finds locations in a program trace which are

complex to reason about. To finish, RaceInjector makes

the widespread adoption of classification accuracy-related

metrics (true-positive, false-positive, true-negative, false-

negative) now possible when evaluating and comparing race

detection algorithms.

5 Related work
Prior work closest to RaceInjector has mostly compiled

known bugs that have been found over the years. Because

these bugs have already been found, it is difficult to evaluate

the capability of new approaches to detect new bugs. Addi-

tionally, these datasets are far too small to train a machine

learning model, the largest being 985 races in Jbench [8].

JaConTeBe [19] is a benchmark of Java concurrency bugs,

which scrapes past papers and aggregates a list of 47 dis-

tinct bugs along with their causes. GoBench [31] is a dataset

of 103 bugs in Go, scraped from Github. RADBench [12] is

a dataset composed of snapshots of open-source software

projects with 10 total known bugs. Jbench [8] is a dataset

of Java data races, aggregated from artifacts of existing race

detection tools, and contains 985 unique data races. Jbench

contains 6 real-world applications, and 42 custom testcases

that were written during development of previous race de-

tection tools. Typically, all these benchmarks are curated by

either expensive manual analysis, or have been assembled

using existing tools, which greatly limits their usefulness in

evaluating and improving extant race detection algorithms

while RaceInjector is fully automated. Additionally, since

many of the samples have been curated using existing tools,

a machine learning model trained on these samples will be

unlikely to outperform the original tools used to find them.
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